In the context of a forest management inventory, it has become routine to re-use the models 43 for a stand-level estimation of means, variances, and confidence intervals (Naesset 2004a). 44
Since field sampling is expensive, and models have, in some cases, lowered the required 45 sample size for meeting a precision target for population-or stratum-level mean, the n 46 samples rarely constitutes more than a tiny fraction of the sampling frame (Dymond et al. In this study we demonstrate the challenge of bias in estimators of the parameter of a simple 81 first-order autoregressive process in model residuals with data from a forest enterprise 82 inventory design employing conventional circular fixed area primary selection units (PSUs 83 viz. plots viz. elements). The sampling designs considered here allow an estimation of stand 84 effects by random sampling n 2 = {2, 4, 6} PSUs in each of n 1 stands selected with probability 85 proportional to size. Y. The levels of the distance dependent autocorrelation were intended to cover the range 90 anticipated for managed forests stands. 91
Material and methods 92
The simulation study, models, estimators, and performance indicators described in the 93 following sections contains a large number of symbols for parameters, variables, and 94 statistics. To assist readers, an alphabetically sorted list with definitions is provided in 95 Table 1 . 96
Sampling and inferential objectives 97
A probability sample of size n elements is taken (without replacement) from a finite (fixed) 98 forest population composed of N elements (n is an order of magnitude less than N) and M 99 stands for the purpose of a design-based population-level inference and model-based 100 estimation of the average of Y in each stand. A variance of an expected stand mean, and a 101 95% confidence interval is also desired. The model-based paradigm (Gregoire 1998) is 102 adopted for stand-level inference because the number of elements to be sampled in most 103 stands is too low to afford more than a synthetic estimator (Rao and 
where Ω is the EBLUP estimate of the 3×3 covariance matrix of the parameters β ; costs. We therefore focus our performance assessment on the apparent trade-offs between an 211 increase in n 2 at the expense of a decrease in n 1 when the overall sample size is kept constant. 212
Populations

213
We consider 36 tri-variate standard (mean zero, variance 1.0) Gaussian populations (forests 214 or strata) each composed of N fixed area elements (the frame) subdivided into M = 800 215 spatially compact (square) domains (forest stands) with to the fact that the estimated values are estimates of the process variance in e ij , which, is 256 greater than the nominal variance applicable to independent observations. 257
From a practical perspective the most important result is that there was no important main 258 effect of n or a significant two-way interactions between n and y α 259 ( ) ( ) 62.5, | 0.01
In general terms, the apparent bias dropped from 65% 274 to 15% with an increase in n 2 from 2 to 4, from 73% to 10% with an increase in 
